
CONCLUSIONS 

 

The global governance approach has been based in the premise that for global problems and 

provision of global public goods, global solutions and global institutions are required. This 

research intended to question that idea by arguing that regionalization processes with a 

transnational scope can better provide solutions to global problems such as climate change.  

As proposed in Chapter 1, the problem of climate change can be analyzed under the 

concept of global public goods (or in this case “bads”). These goods are characterized by 

non-rivalry, meaning that one person does not compete with another for the use of the 

public good, because one’s use does not reduce others’. In addition, they are non-exclusive 

because no one can be excluded from using them; it would be extremely costly or 

technically impossible. However, regionalization of climate change governance through 

TGERs proposes to treat global public goods as partially exclusive and with partial rivalry. 

The partiality of the management of GHGs speaks of a very practical approach in which 

emissions can be traced by pointing out the specific sources, as large emitters. It also 

advices about the globalism of GHGs, that once emitted belong to all. In other words, the 

impact of specific-source GHG emissions does not distinguish borders. The fact that 

TGERs are trying to deal with this partial provision is the expression of re-territorialization.  

The fact that alternative responses to address climate change have emerge, speak of 

a failure of climate-change global governance. The KP had shown conflicting goals 

between formal and informal norms in several senses. First, it failed to achieve its 

fundamental goal, the provision of the global public good of reduction of GHGs; in other 

words, provision of clean air. Secondly, it failed in creating incentive mechanisms for states 
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to implement their commitments. Thirdly, it failed in that it did not take into account the 

economic situation of the countries, as well as the interests of companies. Fourth, it did not 

include potential polluters that at some point would act as free riders, such as China or 

India. Fifth, the fact that the U.S. withdrew from the KP, left the whole regime without a 

leader. In this sense, the KP had created competition between global formality and business 

as usual. Because of this, new forms of governance appeared to encounter global failure.  

Transnational Green Economic Regions filled this emptiness, at least in North 

America. These regions represent another form of governance. The concept of governance 

has several definitions. As proposed in Chapter 1, governance would be understood as 

processes of coordination among different actors and government levels in diverse 

constructed formal and informal relations expressed in multiple layers, with a leader 

granted legitimate authority. In the case of environmental governance, the purpose is 

generally to provide public goods.  How do TGERs express governance? 

TGERs are based on sharing of rules and structures. Rules generally become 

coordination processes. Coordination has gone from convergence of policies and 

harmonization to linkage. Regionalization processes have involved different degrees and 

forms of interconnection. In addition, these processes do not separate themselves from the 

state and different levels of government. In Chapter 1, I have established that climate 

change governance has performed in the continuities of a sovereign state with 

discontinuities of a post-sovereign era. Continuities are represented in the analysis through 

the multi-level approach, which proposes different orders of government in addition to the 

state. To address discontinuities, a multi-layer approach was taken. A diversity of layers 

with networks of actors speaks of a different relational process. The concept of TGERs 

intends to correlate both approaches. However, the emphasis is on the leadership of the 
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provision of global public goods by regionalization processes. In this case, this leadership 

has been performed by local governments.  

In the framework of governance, local governments have created institutional and 

formal connections among each other to share rules and create (or reinforce) structures. 

Although this research has focused on the role of LGs, this approach to governance 

includes several levels of government, as well as business and civil society. The result of a 

formal type of governance is a leading level of authority in each TGER and that there are 

agreements signed among the participants. For example, the three TGERs were integrated 

through accords signed by the governors of each jurisdiction. In addition, there is a 

component of informal governance when speaking of the reinforcement of rules. The three 

TGERs intend to create carbon markets that are voluntary to each LG (as well as their 

commitments) and instruments to operate them are market driven. In this sense, informal 

agreements are enforced by the same organization actors.
1
 This formal-informal link opens 

the door to think of a multi-layer approach to climate change governance in the region.  

Local governments have led this multi-layer process of transnational 

regionalization. They have claimed authority to the climate change regime. There are 

several arguments for this relocation. The first one is that historical relations between the 

national governments and LGs in North America have not been fully cooperative. As 

explained in Chapter 2, the governments of Canada, U.S. and Mexico have tried to pursue 

national climate legislations and include LGs. However, they have not succeeded. In the 

case of Canada, some years ago, national legislation to enforce the country’s commitments 

at the KP was passed. Nonetheless, provinces have not quite implemented them, and they 

have not been willing to absorb economic costs imposed from the centers. In the U.S., LGs 

                                                 
1
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have taken the lead to establish and prove mechanisms for carbon markets. These 

experiences have been the basis for national proposals. In the case of Mexico, national 

proposals are based on LGs action plans. None of these national efforts have been 

complimentary or even substitutive. 

The existence of TGERs reveals that a different form of governance is taking place 

in North America. As leaders, LGs have formed transnational new institutions of climate 

governance. In this sense, formal institutions have been cornerstones to this middle ground 

regionalization process to integrate LGs of the three countries. An example of this, are the 

committees and agencies created for different purposes in RGGI, WCI, and MGGRA. 

However, these institutions are dynamic and flexible enough to adapt to change—resulting 

from national policies or global agreements. It is worth to note that transnational relations 

are more profound for U.S. and Canadian LGs than for Mexican ones, with the exception 

of the U.S.-Mexico neighboring states, which are deeply related. Mexican states are only 

observers to these TGERs although some of them are interconnected to the provision of 

electricity sector, which is related indirectly to climate transregional policies. 

Besides the creation of transnational institutions, the structure of the TGERs 

generally coincides with geographical neighboring spaces. This accounts to the natural 

vocation of the space to use/produce certain kinds of fuels for the economies. It also 

accounts to the level of integration of trade and communication among them. However, for 

WCI, there are partners, such as Ontario and Quebec that only share goals but do not share 

territory. 

Interconnection also includes infrastructure. Infrastructure is an important 

expression of coordination policies. In the case of TGERs, infrastructure has been 

connected before these were formed, especially in the energy sector. Oil and gas pipelines, 
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and electricity transmission lines have been there since the mid 20
th

 century. As presented 

in Chapter 2, this integration was enhanced by NAFTA and by the NAEWG. Multinational 

regionalism expressed in these integration mechanisms has resulted in institutional success. 

In the context of NAFTA, the NAAEC appeared as an important regional effort through 

the Commission for Environmental Cooperation. This commission, alongside with the 

energy group of the NAEWG have incentivized the creation of information databases for 

decision making. However, they have failed to lead the integration among both sectors and 

regional actors.  

The change in the emergence of TGERs is that physical connections, once 

operating under multinational or binational agreements, are now under different regional 

rules to provide their products. Since TGERs appeared and linked the energy 

provision/production to climate change, new energy mixes or portfolios have emerged 

locally. With the sharing and common understanding of certain environmental standards 

(which can even converge, harmonize or link), this infrastructure is starting to change and 

adapt to renewable technologies. In the same sense, this regionalization has impacted 

social practices within the regions. An example of this is the case of the three TGERs that 

count with net metering systems.  

What makes TGERs different from other forms of regionalization? In Chapter 3, I 

explored some elements to redefine a region with environmental lenses. As RGGI, WCI, 

and MGGRA portray, several elements need to be present. In the three TGERs, it is clear 

that economic and geographical vocations are the basis for differentiating LGs 

commitments. Although the goal is to gradually become clean economies, each LG has 

drafted its own strategies and times. Renewable energy potential has taken the importance 

of these new energy mixes.  
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CHALLENGES FOR THE TGERS: RGGI, WCI, MGGRA 

TGERs face several challenges, as overlapping. For example, some of the members of the 

RGGI are observers in other trans-regional mechanisms. If the provinces of Ontario and 

Quebec decided to change their observer status to full membership, they would have to 

cope with the fact that they participate in the WCI. Because both TGERs have different 

caps for markets and diverse requirements, these provinces would need to solve the 

overlapping of expectations, priorities and rules.
2
  

  In case national policies were established and they created an obligatory carbon 

market, participants in regional initiatives would have to design adjustment mechanisms, 

especially for carbon prices. For example, “if a price is put to carbon, applying other policy 

tools such as renewable, energy efficiency or biofuel targets in addition to the carbon price 

can lead to overlap and might lock-in inefficient technologies.”
3
 As shown in the graph 

below, if national legislation in the U.S. were to pass soon, it would outlaw the TGERs 

efforts regarding the impact, scope, and size of the markets.  
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 Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, 2009:13 
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Graphic 1: Size of the Potential U.S. Carbon Market  

for the Leading Federal Regimes
4
 

 

 

 

This leads to the discussion about the range of TGERs. To date, the only carbon market 

functioning, RGGI, accounts only for CO2 sources. It would be necessary, for 

standardization purposes, to include the full range of GHGs and emission sources among 

the three TGERs. This situation could avoid mitigation costs in the long run. In a scenario 

where climate change would be controlled by controlling CO2, “the costs in 2050 would 

amount 7% of world GDP rather than 4% of world GDP.
5
” if other gases are included. 

However, one of the main critiques to TGERs regards the real impact of addressing GHGs 

in a small scale. All three initiatives are relatively new and the amounts of GHGs to be 

                                                 
4
 Newcombe, Ken “Carbon Markets: Trends, Perspectives and US Outlook” San Francisco, CA: Goldman 

Sachs (2008 (cited: 05/16/11): available at http://www2.goldmansachs.com/citizenship/environment/carbon-

markets-sf.pdf 
5
 Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, 2009:1 
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reduced are not very significant if compared to other large emitters as China. For example, 

CO2 reduction by RGGI only represents 10% of U.S. GHG emissions.
6
 

 Besides the low impact, the fact that pollution permits have been cheap in the case 

of RGGI ($1.86 dollars per ton) means that “companies owning coal plants are finding it 

easier to buy permits than clean up dirty plants.”
7
. For 2009, emissions of CO2 of RGGI 

did not reach the cap of 188 million tones, which made the price to go down, not having the 

scarcity expected. This situation was especially evident when U.S. faced the economic 

crisis of 2008. In this sense, TGERs have no mechanism to deal with low-fuel (e.g. 

electricity, oil) demands.
8
 

Another challenge is that TGERs have not taken into account their natural 

absorption rate of GHGs to establish the cap. This was indeed the basis of global climate-

change governance. Climate scenarios designed by the IPCC were the basis to establish 

certain reduction commitments and temperature maximums.
9
 In this sense, it was noted that 

the world could not go above 450ppm of GHG and not surpass the 2ºC. TGERs initiatives 

are based on economic factors and the risk local economies can afford.  

One of the main themes that can de-legitimize TGERs approach is that LGs can use 

the cap-and-trade revenue to compensate for other government expenses and not for the 

purpose intended. For example, the government of New Hampshire, through its Legislature, 

took $3.1 million in RGGI funds to help balance the state budget of June 2010.
10

 As a 
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region, RGGI raised $792 million dollars for clean energy programs. However, 25% of the 

revenue was used to compliment local budgets.
11

 There are other examples to this situation. 

In Delaware, 15% of auction proceeds help low-income consumers seal their 

 homes through a Weatherizing Assistance Program and in Maryland, auction 

 proceeds are funding a weatherization workforce training program at 13 community 

 colleges. 
12

 

 

This harms the legitimacy of regional efforts with the business sector and other members of 

the region. Strategies to avoid this must appear soon.  

Another challenge deals with the survival rate of TGERs. As pointed out by some 

scholars, “the mortality rate for domestic bureaucracies is estimated to be five times lower 

than for international governmental organizations.”
13

 The case of the WCI, where only 

three members would be participating in the first market auction in January 2011 reveals 

the lack of resilience and robustness of these new institutions. The most important topic for 

TGERs in these first moments is to avoid disintegration. Among the reasons for 

withdrawing are that LGs would not be ready to develop the necessary changes to 

participate in the environmental dynamics. Another reason is that the lack of profit and the 

economic crisis would lead state’s policies towards saving and not increasing energy prices. 

 However, one of the most important reasons is political. In some states, alternate 

party-governments have taken out of the state’s agenda the issue of climate change and 

their participation on regional initiatives. For example, “although the WCI will presumably 

start in 2012, with some sectors not covered until 2015, it has not achieved legislative 
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success in many member states…Washington, Oregon, Arizona, Utah, and Montana appear 

to be out of the running of a 2012 start date. A best case scenario would include California, 

New Mexico, Manitoba, Ontario and Quebec along with BC.”
14

 

Electoral processes always interfere with policy, as in the case of the U.S. mid-term 

elections of 2010. In these elections, Republicans made big gains in the Midwest, putting in 

danger the MGGRA. In the RGGI and WCI regions, Democrats’ victories will probably 

keep the region stable in the next years.
15

 It is worth to note that in California, political 

conditions resulted in the approval of the state’s commitment to participate in the carbon 

market starting next January 2012. This will be fully supported by the new Governor Jerry 

Brown (D) and will give stability to WCI.
16

    

 

OPPORTUNITIES FOR TGERS: RGGI, WCI, MGGRA 

Regarding opportunities, TGERs represent the possibility to serve as building blocks in a 

strategy “middle up-down-and-around” to build larger carbon markets in North America. 

National governments have also been seeking for these initiatives’ experiences to relate 

with local economic dynamics. In other words, transregional initiatives are becoming the 

cornerstones of tackling climate change in North America, accounting with small scale, but 

with real results.  

Although TGERs face the challenge of stability, one of the opportunities to keep the 

regions together is the creation of strong institutional schemes. For example, RGGI and 

WCI have created strong technical institutions to develop standards and instruments that 

allow the carbon market to work. These institutions were created to link to other initiatives, 
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to global governance institutions and to the societies. This is the case of the offsets 

programs, secondary markets or registries. 

This flexibility opens the possibility for LGs to participate in national and 

international fora through different associations. The three TGERs, as well as, some of the 

individual members have had presence at the last UNFCCC COPs through the  

International Council for Local Environmental Initiatives,
17

 or directly as a counter part of 

their national governments, as in the Canadian case. RGGI or WCI recognize that global 

climate change governance has forgotten several issues to contribute. One of them has been 

the fact that responsibility has to be differentiated regionally, and it depends on the local 

economy and level of integration of some sectors. This condition appears necessary if it is 

considered under competitive terms within a NAFTA framework.  

 The three TGERs also recognize the need to implement flexible mechanisms and 

incentive systems to manage and reduce GHGs. In a different direction than global climate 

change governance, RGGI and WCI have created programs such as the budget trading that 

establish clear goals and commitments based on trans-regional integration.  

 

As soon as the three TGERs start working, we will be able to decide whether or not these 

regional building blocks were not only useful for governance purposes but for aiding GHG 

reduction and management. 
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